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EEG = socially unjust?
Why this argument is misleading
•

EEG-surcharge is not a good benchmark
for the costs of energy transition

•

EEG surcharge increases existing
affordability problems only marginally
(Gawel et al. 2016)

•

Electricity price increase more moderate
compared to other household energy
carriers (before 2014)

•

criticism for social reasons focuses on
electricity prices almost exclusively

Price data sourced from BMWi (2015)

Strong governmental regulation of electricity prices makes them appear “politically
negotiable” (rent-seeking)
Social policy should not be played off against climate and environmental policy
What can socially and energy transition compatible policies look like?
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Capturing the nature of affordability problems/”fuel
poverty”
• Invalid but often used indicator: ratio of income to energy expenditures
– mask potential causes: expenditures are a function of prices and consumption – mask
determinants of consumption
– Does not suffice to develop problem-specific and target group-specific policies

• Three determinants shaping
affordability constraints

/

fuel poverty (UK-approach)

Income

Energy prices

Income

Consumption

???
What is the nature of the Determinants?
Are low income
problem in Germany?
households in
This is an empirical
Germany worse
question!
off ????

Energy prices

Energy inefficiency

“Various factors might lock households in to high
energy costs, of which the most significant are a
low standard of energy efficiency and a lack of
access to capital to make the necessary
improvements […]” Hills, John (2012): Getting the measure

of fuel poverty. Final Report, commissioned by DECC
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Our concept for empirical research on the
determinants of electricity consumption
Electricity
consumption

Variables
influencing
consumption
directly





Socio-economic
characteristics
Household size
Occupancy
Size of apartment




Technological factors
Stock of appliances
Energy efficiency/age of
appliances
Dwelling characteristics











Preferences

For electricity services
For technology factors
and usage patterns
Other goods and
services for which the
budget can be used




Usage patterns

Frequency
Duration
Efficiency behavior

Knowledge

On level of electricity
consumption
On technological
options/energy
efficiency





„Room for
maneuver“

Path dependencies
Institutional/legal
constraints
Cultural context

Underlying explanatory variables
Source: Nachreiner/Lehmann/Tews/Matthies (forthcoming): Influence of technological factors and usage patterns on electricity consumption: Are lowincome households in Germany worse off? Submitted to Energy Policy
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Factors shaping affordability constraints in Germany:
Income
 Do low income households face affordability constraints because they are poor?
Gap between standard rate for electricity in social benefits and real costs acc.
to consumption data measured by the project„Stromspar-Check“ for 2012

[N=22.527]

• Gap between standard rate
for electricity in social
benefits (SGB II, XII) and real
cost for electricity
• Not all households at risk of
poverty get social benefits
(e.g. working poor)
Adjustment of social benefits is
needed but perhaps not
sufficient

Source: Tews 2013
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Factors shaping affordibility constraints in Germany:
Consumption patterns
 Do low-income households face affordaibility constraints because they exhibit specific
characteristics which increase their electricity consumptions?

 Coherent results regarding general consumption features of low-income
households
•

consume on average less electricity than non-LI households: more energy-saving
behaviour, fewer appliances (Tews 2013, Nachreiner et al.)

•

spend higher share of their consumed electricity to satisfy basic energy services
(Nachreiner et al.)

 Mixed results concerning technological/structural factors determining the
amount of electricity needed to satisfy a given level of energy services
•

No differences in efficiency of the stock of basic appliances of LI households (fridge,
freezers, washing machines) (Nachreiner et al.; very young sample)

•

Unclear relevance of electric water heating (strong regional differences)
− Higher share of LI households (27%) compared to the German average (20%) (Tews 2013; nation-wide sample)
− No difference between LI- non LI- households (Nachreiner et al.; local sample - city of Dortmund, where 41 % of the whole sample
have electric water heating)
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Conclusion
1. Make the discussion more objective



by a thorough analysis of the problem (e.g. consider regional differences)
Environmental/climate targets and social acceptability should not be played off against one another

2. Tackle affordability constraints by a mix of measures addressing diverse
causes
 If affordability constraints are largely income poverty issues:
• Adjust social benefits to rising electricity prices
This will not suffice

 If affordability constraints are largely fuel poverty issues:
• Focus on technological factors influencing electricity demand for basic services
• Develop targeted efficiency policy which prioritises with respect to vulnerable households

3. Avoid socially motivated price interventions (e.g. electricity taxes
reduction, social/progressive tariffs)
 Have only little or no unburdening effect on LI-households
 Suffer from high degree of target group inaccuracy
 Set wrong incentives (polluter pays principle)
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Thank you for your attention!!!
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